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Over 100 hands-on recipes to develop, deploy, and debug applications using the exciting Tizen
platform

About This Book

Discover new opportunities to develop and publish Tizen applications for cutting edge devices●

Create new or port existing Qt, PhoneGap, and Android applications to Tizen●

This book covers step-by-step recipes exploring Tizen's application development environment●

Who This Book Is For

If you want to enter the fascinating world of Tizen and learn how to develop engaging and successful
applications then this book is for you. It'll benefit novices and experienced application developers alike.

What You Will Learn

Set up the Tizen SDK on Linux, Windows, and Mac OS X●

Create Tizen web applications using the Tizen UI Framework●

Use social media APIs to develop Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn applications for Tizen●

Explore the Tizen ecosystem and learn how to deliver your applications to the market●

Discover how to send and receive text messages and e-mails as well as how to transfer data over Bluetooth●

and NFC
Delve into the Tizen web APIs to manage the address book, calendar, and alarms●

Retrieve data from device sensors such as the GPS, the accelerometer, and the gyroscope sensor●

In Detail

Tizen is an open source Linux-based software platform for a variety of devices, from smartphones and
watches to in-vehicle infotainment. Application development is based on open standards and HTML5 is the
primary development technology.

Starting with a detailed description of using the Tizen SDK, you will delve into Tizen development on
Linux, Windows, and Mac OS with this book. You will learn to use the Tizen IDE and move on to using the
web simulator and device emulator.

The recipes in this book are invaluable in exploring and optimizing Tizen to develop exciting mobile and
web applications.
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From reader reviews:

Bobby Phillips:

Book is to be different for each and every grade. Book for children till adult are different content. We all
know that that book is very important for us. The book Tizen Cookbook had been making you to know about
other knowledge and of course you can take more information. It is rather advantages for you. The reserve
Tizen Cookbook is not only giving you a lot more new information but also being your friend when you
experience bored. You can spend your current spend time to read your publication. Try to make relationship
with all the book Tizen Cookbook. You never really feel lose out for everything if you read some books.

Ellen Jorge:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the free time or they will get lot of
stress from both day to day life and work. So , if we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely yes.
People is human not just a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity do you have when the spare
time coming to a person of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you try this one, reading
publications. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, often the book you have read is
usually Tizen Cookbook.

Jim May:

Can you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Aim to pick
one book that you never know the inside because don't judge book by its cover may doesn't work this is
difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the outside look likes. Maybe
you answer is usually Tizen Cookbook why because the fantastic cover that make you consider regarding the
content will not disappoint you. The inside or content is actually fantastic as the outside or maybe cover.
Your reading sixth sense will directly make suggestions to pick up this book.

David Dabbs:

This Tizen Cookbook is great reserve for you because the content that is full of information for you who also
always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This book reveal it info accurately using
great coordinate word or we can point out no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read this hurriedly you
can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but tough core
information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Tizen Cookbook in your hand like finding the world in
your arm, data in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no guide that offer you world in ten or fifteen
minute right but this guide already do that. So , this really is good reading book. Heya Mr. and Mrs. stressful
do you still doubt that will?
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